Bacterial phenotypic traits and lifestyles in response to diverse environmental conditions depend on changes in the internal molecular environment. However, predicting bacterial adaptability is still difficult outside of laboratory controlled conditions. Many molecular levels can contribute to the adaptation to a changing environment: pathway structure, codon usage, metabolism. To measure adaptability to changing environmental conditions and over time, we develop a multi-omic model of Escherichia coli that accounts for metabolism, gene expression and codon usage at both transcription and translation levels. After the integration of multiple omics into the model, we propose a multiobjective optimization algorithm to find the allowable and optimal metabolic phenotypes through concurrent maximization or minimization of multiple metabolic markers. In the condition space, we propose Pareto hypervolume and spectral analysis as estimators of short term multi-omic (transcriptomic and metabolic) evolution, thus enabling comparative analysis of metabolic conditions. We therefore compare, evaluate and cluster different experimental conditions, models and bacterial strains according to their metabolic response in a multidimensional objective space, rather than in the original space of microarray data. We finally validate our methods on a phenomics dataset of growth conditions. Our framework, named METRADE, is freely available as a MATLAB toolbox.
Supplementary material
Figure S1. Pareto front produced by METRADE when maximizing 1, 2-propanediol and biomass production in anaerobic conditions. Solutions are denoted by progressively warmer colors according to the time step of the PGA in which they have been generated adaptively. Figure S2 . PCA in the acetate-biomass objective space. The two principal components are computed using the principal component analysis on the centered data (x − µ x , y − µ y ), but are plotted on the original data. The slope of the first principal component (i.e., the direction of maximum variance of the data), depends on the parameter γ, the multiplicative factor that influences the effect of the gene expression data on the upper and lower bounds of the reaction fluxes in the FBA model. The second principal component is always perpendicular to the first component (not highlighted in these plots due to different scales used).
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Biomass Figure S3 . Comparison between the measured growth rates and those predicted by METRADE in 14 growth conditions. See additional Supplementary files for details on each condition.
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